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Indigenous World Order                                                                                                          

Bank of Godland 

 

Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland  
CoNstituting ACT 11.06.(1)2017 
 
See new definitions in glossary of terms at the end 
 
An Act of establishment of InCoNporation that clarifies the powers of the 
visible, wise, living, loving and responsible Diarchs of Indigenous World 
Order of Godland. Highnesses Ditta and Leif of Indigenous World Order of 
Godland present several  Requirements and Duties for establishment of 
safe future for humanity.  Thus is restored the establishment of a gift 
economy which replaces the racist Rothchilds Roman Reich (RRR) shadow 
emperor’s private CoRporation (corps – not alive)- and the imposed Straw 
Man cage enforcing  hidden Maritime laws. The Act establishes mechanism 
to deliver Godlanders’ Rights returning humans proclaimed dead at sea Life  
and providing everybody with Gifts of Bread, Water, Land, 
Communications, Housing and other basic commodities. The 14 parameters 
of Baltic Sun Model are one more KoNceptual base of the Rights of 
Godlanders – to have guaranteed  1) free will labor, 2) love laws, 3) social 
insurance, 4) selfgoverned money, 5) peace, 6) stability, 7) fertility, 8) 
identity, 9) selfgoverned resources, 10) energy, 11) true knowledge, 12) real 
networks, 13) control the order, 14) be loved and love. This Act together with 
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the Godlanders’ Rights Act and the Indigenous World Order Court of 
Godland Act secures certain Recompenses and Advantages for all Living 
humans on Earth who are hereby labeled Energisers and on whose vital 
energy, as the greatest value, through Indigenous World Order Bank of 
Godland is advanced the Sum of 
 
One quadrillion World Indigenous Runes of oxa towards  
 

carrying on Indigenous Decentralisation of the war economy CoRporations 
(corpses) of the world to restore the primary goals of common good, under 
the leadership of indigenous culture bearers of peace, love and welfare. For 
this the Diarchs have restored the legal titles of all human soals and have 
accounted all birth certificate bonds to be property of the alive soal called 
Energiser with 143 Trillion WIR value each. 
 
This Act has the effect of conveying the right of use of the land as Real 
Property, from the Express Trust Unam Sanctam and the control of the 
Pontiff, to the Indigenous World Order Bank of  Godland and the Diarchs, 
Ditta and Leif of Godland, and their  successors in perpetuity. Hence, all 
land is hereby claimed as “indigenous land of Indigenous World Order of 
Godland”.  
 
This creation act is accounted and managed through  the Indigenous World 
Order Bank of  Godland as a necessary replacement structure by the 
Diarchs of Godland  who, on 11.6.17, closed all global CoRporation (corpse) 
syndicates of Roman Reich, that had proclaimed all souls of humans to be 
property of  the Pope of Rome and all of the living men´s and women´s 
bodies to be dead at sea – including You, dear! Furthermore these 
syndicates have established a global depopulation matrix in almost every 
aspect of human reality and are perpetrating a mass murder on an 
unprecedented global scale in times of pretended peace and even by 
escalating a full scale 3rd WW. 
 
To stop these global evils the Diarchs of Godland have taken following 
measures: 
 

Earth is returned to all the Living Energisers to be ruled by 
loving Godlanders 
 
BE IT FURTHER KNOWN that as of June 11, 12017 (10.ooo years added in  
indigenous calendar)  the UNAM SANCTUM of 1302 which declares it “absolutely 
necessary for salvation that every human creature be subject to the Roman Pontiff” 
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is NULLIFIED. The Universe, inclusive of Earth, is returned to all men and women 
alive, THE RIGHTFUL HUMAN HEIRS OF CREATION. 
 
BE IT KNOWN that as of June 11, 12017 the United Nations, Vatican City parent 
CoRporation, is FORCLOSED. Vatican City is REPOSSESSED. The office of 
“Pontiff” is RETIRED. The Vatican is officially and lawfully DIVESTED OF POWER. 
 
Therefore Main Papal Bulls - issued by popes of the Roman Catholic Church and 
nullified by the Diarchs of Godland on 11.06.17. include even the Three Crown 
Bulls  

1. first Testamentary Trust, through a deed and will creating a Deceased 
Estate, was created by Pope Nicholas V in 1455, through the Papal Bull 
Romanus Pontifex. This Bull had the effect of conveying the right of use of 
the land as Real Property, from the Express Trust Unam Sanctam, to the 
control of the Pontiff and his successors in perpetuity. Hence, all land was 
claimed as “crown land”.  This 1st Crown was represented by the 1st Cestui Que 
Vie Trust, created when a child was born. It deprived us of all beneficial 
entitlements and rights on the land. 
2. second Crown was created in 1481 with the papal bull Aeterni Regis, 
meaning “Eternal Crown”, by Sixtus IV. This 2nd Crown of Spain was 
represented by the 2nd cestui Que Vie Trust, created when a child was born 
and, by the sale of the birth certificate as a Bond to the private central bank of 
the nation, depriving us of ownership of our flesh and condemning us to 
perpetual servitude, as a Roman person, or slave. 
3. crown paper bull was created in 1537 by Paul III , Crown Bar, or simply 
the Crown, or the Bar Associations have since 1816 been responsible for 
administering the “reaping” of the souls of the lost and damned, including the 
registration and collection of Baptismal certificates representing the souls 
collected by the Vatican and stored in its vaults. This 3rd Crown was 
represented by the 3rd Cestui Que Vie Trust, created when a child was 
baptized. It was the parents’ grant of the Baptismal certificate––title to the 
soul––to the church or Registrar. Thus, without legal title over one’s own 
soul, we were denied legal standing and were treated as things––cargo 
without souls–upon which the BAR was legally able to enforce Maritime law. 

 
BE IT TREREFORE KNOWN that all encyclicals, bulls, orders, decrees, and 
statements coming out of the Vatican City State or through any of its 
representatives are NULL AND VOID UPON INCEPTION. 
 

 

Genocidal global banking system has been foreclosed 

 
BE IT FURTHER KNOWN  that the genocidal global banking system was 
canceled by Diachs of Godland in 11.6.17 through documents of the Diarchy of 
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Godland and The Declaration of Peace. The Genocidal global banking system 
has been foreclosed even by One People´s Public Trust (OPPT) in the Bank 
Charters Cancelled Act on Oct 24 2012: (Refer: TRUE BILL: WA DC UCC Doc# 
2012114776 Oct 24 2012) 

 
 

All countries are returned to their citizens by Diarchs of Godland 
 
All countries have been returned to their citizens by the Diarchs of Godland after 
countries have been dissolved by private CoRporations pretending to be 
governments but in reality being syndicates of private CoRporations registered at 
US commercial code siccode.com and DNB.com, as for ex UNITED STATES 
CORPORATION COMPANY that has replaced state United States of America 
itself  us-corp-articles-of-inCorporation . And it was Racist Rothchilds Roman 
Reich that had put United States  land and people as collateral for private 
CoRporation UNITED STATES CORPORATION COMPANY through which 
unhumans had beslaved The People of America, as proof is documented in usa-
citizens-as-property and explained in 
video   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4Z-zu_S2-s 
 

All war and war mangling corpses are being Indigenous 
Decentralised  
 
Diarchs of Godland have proclaimed Peace and Love order of all things. All war 
and war mangling is criminalized. The war criminals who are escalating the 3rd 
WW are watched, registered and investigated to receive punishment or 
Indigenous-Decentralize the criminal structures into peaceful units under 
management of Peaceful and Loving Indigenous chiefs. Global war manglers are 
occupied with many ongoing wars and by some witnesses have far hedged plans to 
exterminate 90 % of worlds population 
 http://www.futuredanger.com/war-with-russia-starts/  
Nuclear winter prospects are getting hotter by the day 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hfGdZsJ1njU  
 
 

All nuclear war systems implementing corpses are being 
Indigenous Decentralised 
 
 
The Baltic Sea Indigenous Court (on bsrrw.org) has criminalized global Nuclear 
War Systems and Depopulation Matrix and is investigating the involvement of 
ordinary administrators in mass murder and terrorism structures that pretend to 
be human but in reality are biorobotised and digitalised local armies of mass 

http://www.labie.lv/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/305008152-us-corp-articles-of-incorporation.pdf
http://www.labie.lv/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/305010571-2ucc-usa-citizens-as-property.pdf
http://www.labie.lv/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/305010571-2ucc-usa-citizens-as-property.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4Z-zu_S2-s
http://www.futuredanger.com/war-with-russia-starts/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hfGdZsJ1njU
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destruction and terror – organized units of crime, that have infiltrated and taken 
over common goods systems – with openly declared goals and means of genocide 
of depopulation. 
 
Nuclear War Systems are all social, material, and spiritual systems that have been 
malfunctioning and misaligned causing the ongoing cold and close hot nuclear 
war.  
 
All the CoRporations involved in global Nuclear War Systems and Depopulation 
Matrix are being Indigenous Decentralised. 
 

All corpses implementation any parameters of Depopulation 
Matrix are Indigenous Decentralised 
 

Fake national and international authorities, both secular and religious, hide their 
geopolitical intentions behind plausible deniability and impose genocide through 
false research, misleading news, the compartmentalization of knowledge, hierar-
chical governing structures, secrecy, manufactured consent and judicial protection 
thus turning medicine and public health into handmaidens of genocide, individual 
nations into de facto concentration camps, the entire planet into a theater of war, 
and every human being on the planet into a target, a victim and a beneficiary.  

The ethical boundaries for this global genocide are set by religious authorities, 
which currently permit the involuntary sterilization of the masses only while heal-
ing or preventing disease (see paragraph 15 in encyclical Humanae Vitae: On the 

Regulation of Birth). Secular authorities work within the ethical parameters set by 
religious authorities and the military-industrial complex conceives and applies the 
methods of depopulation by adulterating the basic elements of life: water, food, 
beverages, cosmetic and consumer products – and most recently the air also – so 
that no one escapes the depopulation regime. 

The consequences of this system are grave and tragic as witnessed by the fact that 
the demographic transition (the euphemism used for the depopulation program) 
has caused the epidemiological transition, that is to say the protracted and covert 
mass poisoning of the masses through the basic elements of life for the sake of lim-
iting fertility and longevity has caused the epidemic of non-communicable diseas-
es that have displaced infectious diseases as the primary killer of the global popu-
lation, and have also damaged the genetic and intellectual endowment of mankind 
as well as lowering the quality of life of billions of people and threatening mankind 
with extinction.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plausible_deniability
http://w2.vatican.va/content/paul-vi/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_p-vi_enc_25071968_humanae-vitae.html
http://w2.vatican.va/content/paul-vi/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_p-vi_enc_25071968_humanae-vitae.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epidemiological_transition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-communicable_disease
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-communicable_disease
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Many of the global depopulation systems parameters can be found represented in 
the mandala on the following page of Kevin Galalae:  https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/one-

page-summary-depopulationglobalization-system-kevin-galalae  

 

Through IWOB of Godland everyone gets at last the long awaited 
CoNceptual choice of path 
 
Diarchs of Godland work in Baltic Sea Indigenous Court re-establishing Divine 
order of Natural and Common Law to give everyone grounded CoNceptual choice 
that was hidden after Napoleons French freemason wars that established Maritime 
Law Era that has to end now.  
Each administrator is brought to take personal responsibilities for their deeds and 
have to make a grounded CoNceptual choice as everyone is given the alternative to 
quit work for the occupying forces of Racist Rothchilds Roman Reich 
CoRporations and the sins may be forgiven but not forgotten, everyone can  
receive monthly oxa salary from Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland,  

1. and professional oxa for highly Competent work that re-establishes the 
structures of real states and to local People loyal governments that have 
their own real money that is managed by real alive and visible rulers who 
don’t work for foreign forces enforcing foreign war agendas, but are 
controlled by local people – the Energisers, whose rights and needs of 
security, safety and future planned kin fertility and family security is a 
professional’s goal and oath and is checked with the Impact Index, or 

2. and education oxa for re-programming education to work less and more 
lovingly and peacefully and be re-established professionally in 
CoNporations managed by Indigenous Chiefs of every local area, or  

3. and rehab oxa for deep rehabilitation in case of severe biorobotisation cases 
of total indoctrination into slavedriving, terrorizing and fooling people 
routines and activities, that have been enforced on them for decades by 
facist CoRporations , 

4. or to receive pension oxa as a professionally functionally limited Energiser 
receiving pension of Godland with gratitude for understanding of the severe 
conditions and the total necessity for RRRR CoRporations to Stand Down as 
they are endless war structures, 

5. or to receive Indigenous Court penalties that includes the whole spectrum 
of Indigenous traditional penalties, including death penalty in severe cases 
of beyond help un-reprogrammable murder obsessions that cannot be 
prevented securely by incarceration or other human option of preservation 
of the Energiser (notice that in this order each Energiser has CoNporation 
Indigenous World Order Bank of  Godland stock value of 140 Trillion WIR 
(World Indigenous Runes) and CoNporation will do all in its powers to 
preserve each Energiser’s life.  

 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/one-page-summary-depopulationglobalization-system-kevin-galalae
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/one-page-summary-depopulationglobalization-system-kevin-galalae
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More on www.BSRRW.org and  www.LoveOrder.INFO   
 
 

Indigenous World Order Bank of  Godland replaces the feudal 
enslaving structures empowering Energisers 

 
The new CoNporation Indigenous World Order Bank of  Godland is the core 
CoNtrameasure that replaces the feudal beslaving structures with 
structures of free and self-powerful people who are free to organize 
themselves as everybody can now co-create monthly income almost without 
any countable work and get investments necessary to heal local and global 
societies. The pyramidal monetary system is carefully abandoned and 
replaced by a sound and equal self-created and indigenous-managed oxa 
money.  This is the restart of human society where Diarchs of Godland put 
their trust in human nature that is not lazy and self-destructive but 
manages to thrive through self-organisation – as only the wise, loving, 
experienced and reliable are allowed to have impact on the society. 
 
Her Highness Ditta of Godland has supported the creation and 
implementation of oxa (money that is not debt)- the only God-given 
legitimate means of exchange of goods and services on Earth that stops all 
war and suffering. The value of oxa is all the value of Earths energy, goods 
and services that are shared equally for the Energisers – humans - other 
beings under the management of the wise and loving indigenous peoples 
chiefs who know and establish the rights of Godlanders. 
 
 
Each of the worlds 7 billion people  is hereby called Energiser and provides 
the bond of the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland with amount  of 
One hundred and forty Trillion of World Indigenous Runes of oxa, each 

 
and every, or any Part or Proportion thereof, may be assignable or transferable, 
assigned or transferred, to such Person or Persons only as shall freely and 
voluntarily accept of the same, and not otherwise; and to inCoNporate all and 
every such Energisers and Contributors, their … Successors, or Assigns, to be one 
umbrella Body CoNporate and Politick, by the name of The Governor and 
CoNpany of the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland, and by the same Name 
of The Governor and CoNpany of the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland to 
have perpetual Succession, and a Common Seal, and that they and their 
Successors, by the Name aforesaid, shall be able and capable in Rule to have, 
purchase, receive, possess, enjoy, and retain to them and their Successors, Lands, 
Rents, Tenements and Hereditaments, of what Kind, Nature, or Quality 
whatsoever; and also to sell, grant, demise, alienise, or dispose of the same; and by 

http://www.bsrrw.org/
http://www.loveorder.info/
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the same Name to sue and implead, and be sued and impleaded, answer and be 
answered in Courts of Record, or any other Place whatsover, and to do and execute 
all and singular other Matters and Things by the Name aforesaid, that to them 
shall or may appertain to do; subject nevertheless to the Proviso and Condition of 
Redemption herein after mentioned.    
 
 

Rules for Redemption and Compensation 
 
Their Highnesses appoint Rules for Redemption and Compensation and make the 
Energisers the value base of the the CoNporation and its oxa, as well as regain 
respect as a living subject with Rights, and in need of healing and security 
 
1. And … that it shall and may be Ruled by their Highnesses, by Letters Patents 
under the Great Seal of Indigenous World Order of Godland, to limit, direct, and 
appoint how and in what Manner and Proportions and under what Rules and 
Directions,  
 
2. the said Sum of One trillion World Indigenous Runes of oxa to each Indigenous 
Nation´s million alive for compensation of genocide and democide , Part of the 
said by the Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland distributed Global Sum of 
One quadrillion World Indigenous Runes of oxa,  
 
3. and to support co-creation of the said yearly Sum of monthly oxa at at least 
Twelve thousand World Indigenous Runes of oxa to each grown up Energiser, 
Nine thousand World Indigenous Runes of oxa to Energiser pupil, and Six 
thousand World Indigenous Runes of oxa to each pre-school Energiser. 
 
4. To support oxa for the co-creation of large oxa investments necessary for big 
environmental and economical reparations and council and government 
restorations of independent Nations, that have been dismantled by private 
CoRporation syndicates of Racist Rothchild Roman Reich. 
 
4.5 To support oxa for the co-creation of oxa investments for establishment of 
Godlanders’ rights in all 14 parameters of Baltic Sun Model. 
 
 

Rescuing people from CoRporations of CNWS death cult  
 
And to the Intent that their Highnesses’ Subjects may not be oppressed by the 
Criminal Nuclear War System CoRporations that have no right to hold Energisers 
trapped within Demonic Death Cage Matrix of Depopulation: In the case such 
CoRporations may be refusing Indigenous Decentralisation, by their monopolizing 
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or ingrossing of any Sort of Goods, Wares, or Merchandizes, the said Indigenous 
World Order Bank of Godland  CoNporation to be made and created by this Act 
shall not at any Time, during the CoNtinuance thereof, deal or trade, or permit oxa 
shares to any Person or Persons whatsoever, either in Trust or for the Benefit of 
the same, to deal or trade with any of the Indigenous World Order Bank of 
Godland Stock Moneys, or Effects of, or any Ways belonging to the Indigenous 
World Order Bank of Godland CoNporation, in the buying or selling of any 
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland  supported Goods, Wares, or 
Merchandizes whatsoever; and every Person or Persons who shall so deal or trade, 
or by whose Order or Directions such Dealings or Trading shall be made, 
prosecuted or managed, shall forfeit for every such Dealing or Trading, and every 
such Order and Directions, treble the Value of the Goods and Merchandize so 
traded for, to such Person or Persons who shall sue for the same by Action 
[in the Local or the High Indigenous Court ]. 
 

Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland methods 
 
Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland shall distribute Oxa investments evenly 
to societies of any race, ethnogenetical type or culture, though on the conditions of 
restoring the traditional areas of Indigenous cultures and therefore using just 
preferences in each area to decentralize occupying forces of the nuclear war 
economy era into peaceful towns, eco-villages and farms of era of Godland. 
 
The feudal New Wold Order melts without suffering by use of Oxa, that is created 
by each indigenous Energiser as a monthly income for one self or ones dear, 
registering monthly oxa, that looses its original value ¼ each month, is registered 
with local Indigenous society and converted at local council’s  parliament, that 
reports the oxa exchange to Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland on 
quarterly bases. 
 
Provided that nothing herein contained shall any Ways be construed to hinder the 
said Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland CoNporation from dealing in Bills 
of Exchange, or in buying or selling any Goods, Wares or Merchandize and 
Services  whatsoever, with exception of any trade that may resemble any kind of 
human trafficking or cause any genocide.   
 
 

Indigenous World Order Bank of Godland supports the 
transactions with  Baltic sea Indigenous Runes (BIR) and World 
Indigenous Runes (WIR) that are base of any currency 
 
Any oxa co-issuing union has to be registered with Indigenous World  Order Bank 
of Godland . The original oxa units - Baltic Indigenous Runes (BIR )- have been 
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emitted by Ditta of Godland and first accounted in the books of Baltic Indigenous 
Bank of Godland by konna of Indigenous Peoples of Baltic Sea and the world, as it 
has been practiced in Europe ( UK, Swiss, Austria etc) for thousands of years using 
Tally Sticks. For global community investments a quadrillion BIR has been emit-
ted, but You have to create Your local oxa union for basic rationing with Your own 
WIR first.  
 
1 BIR/WIR = 1 Euro. BIR = Baltic sea Indigenous Runes. WIR = World Indige-
nous Runes.  
 
The commodity of BIR/WIR is the fertile seed and the vital energy of indigenous 
peoples and their highly valuable spiritual power, the rights of Indigenous Peoples 
to rule their lands re-establishing  the Era of Fertility and Love, that for thousands 
of Years healed all areas of Mother Earth.  
 
All indigenous peoples receive compensations to them personally and their fami-
lies, kins, tribes and communities for 999 years of genocide and democide.  
 

Tally Sticks or coupons 
 
Tally Stick as well as any other sound means of recognizable oxa issuance doc-
umentation as local coupons can be applied. The oxa document contains follow-
ing information – the oxa issuers seal or signature and contact details that identify 
the issuer as living, the amount of oxa, the date it is created and the parts involved 
in the transaction. The tally stick is accompanied with the transaction document 
that specifies the detail.  
 

Oxa for right to Indigenous Decentralisation of deadly CoRpora-
tions  
 
Anonymous debt money grid, issued by few organized feudal CoRporate war ma-
fias with hidden owners of Federal Reserve Bank in US and all central banks of 
Bank of International Settlements in Switzerland, has to be carefully sourced 
out through a loving and friendly process of CoNporatisation of these CoRpo-
rate conglomerates into to indigenous people reliable units.  
 
All the 9 countries of Baltic sea region, and 134 more countries, 13-9-(1)2007 ratified 
the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples where Article 20. p. 1. states B  
 
Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and develop their political, economic 
and social systems or institutions, to be secure in the enjoyment of their own means 
of subsistence and development, and to engage freely in all their traditional and oth-
er economic activities.  
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Diarchs of Godland, BSIC etc  have criminalised mega fraud of 
enslavement through 3 crowns and UPIK.de and DNB.com 
corpses 

 
Diarchs of Godland have criminalised and nullified all lawful grounds for 
the genocidal spider net of CoRporate religious, banking, military, pretence gov-
ernmental and other fraudful units registered in private mega fraud of enslave-
ment through UPIK.de and DNB.com.  
 
Generally BIR/WIR oxa is basic to get out of the digital and automated sys-
tems that have got out of the control of indigenous management as they have 
been stolen from the states by private stock exchange syndicates and are managed 
now by military-bankster mafias to leave the people resource less and massacred.  
 
Any digital money has to be attached to local Oxa to be legitimate and safe.  
 

Oxa Godland-income to escape the genocidal grid  
 
Anybody, even people involved in the genocidal systems – either as a victim or a 
perpetrator, can claim protection of Godland and receive Godland-income to 
escape the genocidal grid of the CoRporate labor market. You have to make a 
CoNmitment in a form of loyalty CoNtract to Indigenous people of the region 
where You live and demand Your government to get Your tax payments to be 
sent to indigenous Godland of Your state. 
 
 
And we, Ditta and Leif of Godland do hereby for Us, our Heirs and Successors, and 
All  the seven billion Energisers of the World do declare, limit, direct and appoint, 
that the aforesaid Sum of  
 
One quadrillion World Indigenous Runes of oxa  
  
so subscribed as aforesaid, shall be, and be called, accepted, esteemed, reputed and 
taken. 
 
The seven billion human  Energiser energized pool of One quadrillion 
(1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 (1024) WIR (World Indigenous Runes) oxa of 
the CoNporation Indigenous World Order of Godland  is hereby constituted. 
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In Witness whereof, we have caused these our Letters to be made Patents. Witness 
our selves  at Jordbro, the eleventh day of June, in the first Year of our Reign - 
12017. 
 
Allt the Love of the Gods is with Us as Our Love is with the Gods. 
 
  
 
By Writ of Seal of Indigenous World Order of Godland, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ditta of Godland      Leif of Godland 
aka Ditta Rietuma      aka Leif Erlingsson 
CoNna of Godland      CoNn of Godland 
 
T 0046 703 999 069      T  0046 709 140 631 
 
E ourfolket@gmail.com     E  diarch_leif@lege.net  
 
A Ropaži in Latvia and     A   Bruzaholm in Sweden 
    Jordbro in Sweden 
 
  

mailto:ourfolket@gmail.com
mailto:diarch_leif@lege.net
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Glossary of terms 

 
Admiralty or Maritime Laws – imposed laws that are no rules but crooks to 
control humans by money currents/ flow https://youtu.be/gQf_zuHUUzU  
Baltic Sun Model – matrix of parameters of basic commodities aimed to be 
supplied to ensure the rights of Godlanders in all 14 parameters of Baltic Sun 
Model that is one more KoNceptual base of the Rights of Godlanders – to have 
guaranteed  1) free will labor, 2) love laws, 3) social insurance, 4) selfgoverned 
money, 5) peace, 6) stability, 7) fertility, 8) identity, 9) selfgoverned resources, 10) 
energy, 11) true knowledge, 12) real networks, 13) control the order, 14) be loved 
and love. 
Baltic Indigenous Runes – indigenous oxa (money) that is co-created by oneself, 
accounted at indigenous society, and converted at local council in Baltic Sea 
Region - isn´t debt . https://loveorder.files.wordpress.com/2017/08/oxa-money-2-
sided-min.pdf  
Business – trade of goods and services for profit in racist finance frame of BIS.org 
and registry of DNB.com 
CoNn, CoNna/Konn, Konna – alive, loving, wise, responsible and contactable 
indigenous human ruler fulfilling the multiple tasks of highest priest, 
chief/king/queen, secretary general, commander general, judge, banker, insurer, 
trustee etc that ensures redistribution of wealth and protection of welfare of all 
living systems. PineCONe is the symbol of fertility. 
CoNporation –for wealth and fertility of all Energisers, common good, by 
Godlanders shared society managed by CoNns/-as implementing equal 
redistribution of basic and other commodities etc to ensure the rights of each and 
every one of all global Godlanders and Energisers 
CoNmitment – each manager has to prove the commitment to CoNns who 
protect all Energisers. 
CoNtract - each manager proves the commitment to CoNns with CoNtract that is 
signed by both parties. 
CoRporation = Corps  – for wealth of owners of business managed corps for trade 
of goods and services that is an administrative machine to implement 
Depopulation Matrix that eliminates the wealth of Energisers and all living beings 
Cold nuclear war – the fear of nuclear attack and the real contamination of earth 
through numerous underground and other nuclear events that damage the living 
Criminal Nuclear War Systems  - the matrix of scientific, administrative, social 
and material commodities that withhold the cold and ongoing nuclear war 
Democracy – efficient systemic slavery matrix invented by Demon Cratius 
Democide – genocide of local population managed by it´s government 
Depopulation matrix – the broad set of genocide mechanisms into trade, 
pharma, medicine, education, labor market, communications, military, etc 
DUNS nr -  global Roman empire corporate registry nr on UPIK.de and DNB.com. The 
portals pretend to be just a standardized company-wide identification system 

https://youtu.be/gQf_zuHUUzU
https://loveorder.files.wordpress.com/2017/08/oxa-money-2-sided-min.pdf
https://loveorder.files.wordpress.com/2017/08/oxa-money-2-sided-min.pdf
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wherefore the D&B D-U-N-S® Number is the key for unique identification of global 
business partners at UPIK® and DNB.com. At closer look one finds on DNB.com 
open statement about how DNB forges the relationships with data to get industry 
leading performances http://investor.dnb.com/ and deeper investigation reveals 
that DNB founding fathers have been doing this since Lewis Tappan helped to 
pretend that US abolished slavery though it started this enterprise  in 1841 to 
develop this global empire of all 280 million  businesses worldwide incorporated 
now under private companies US (UNITED STATES CORPORATION COMPANY) 
commercial business codes. 
Gods – all the indigenous Gods that don’t impose suffering rituals and canibalism 
Godland – Indigenous World Order managed by CoNns and CoNnas to ensure 
redistribution of wealth and protection of welfare of all living systems under 
controle and protection of Indigenous CoNns and CoNnas 
Godlanders – members of global indigenus world order of Godland who claim 
their Godlanders Rights and protection by Konns of Godland, Diarchs Ditta and 
Leif of Godland. 
Godlanders’ Rights – are expressed in the Act of Godlanders Rights on the matrix 
of 14 areas of parameters of rights of Godlanders in all 14 parameters of Baltic Sun 
Model that is one more KoNceptual base of the Rights of Godlanders – to have 
guaranteed  1) free will labor, 2) love laws, 3) social insurance, 4) self-governed 
money, 5) peace, 6) stability, 7) fertility, 8) identity, 9) self-governed resources, 10) 
energy, 11) true knowledge, 12) real networks, 13) control the order, 14) be loved 
and love. 
Energisers  - all living humans of the Earth. 
Indigenous human – human with spiritual, cultural and ethnogenetical ties in 
indigenous families through at least 9 generations in certain geographical area. 
Indigenous Decentralisation – a process started by an indigenous human 
invoking investigation (verify, validate) and reorganization of a CoRporation to 
decentralize it to serve the needs of indigenous people and local Energisers. 
Rules - 1 basic universal Rule – Do No Harm – to which all other rules apply or are 
nollified. Rules may be decided by the Rulers- Indigenous Societies and CoNns, for 
Energisers. 
Laws – made by CoRporations, governments, parliaments etc and apply as long as 
they are accepted by Indigenous CoNns and chiefs and do not CoNtradict Do No 
Harm rule. 
Modern Fashism – depopulation mechanisms enforced through laws of private 
corporations for business of few, often hidden, irresponsible benefiters – new-
feudal slave drivers and mass-murderers through depopulation matrix 
Oxa - money that is created by the indigenous Energiser and registered at the 
indigenous society, converted by the elected officials. Oxa can not be debt and is 
the real Gods-given legitimate means of exchange of goods and services on Earth 
that stops all war and suffering. The value of oxa is all the value of Earths energy, 
goods and services that are shared equally for the Energisers – humans - and other 

http://investor.dnb.com/
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beings under the management of the wise and loving indigenous peoples chiefs 
who know and establish the rights of Godlanders. 
Pathers – humans who follow the path of sCoNns wisdom and are Loving, Caring 
and Loyal to the indigenous people 
Papal Bulls - a type of public decree, letters patent, or charter issued by a pope of 
the Roman Catholic Church and nullified by the Diarchs of Godland on 10.06.17. 

Main Papal Bulls - Unam Sanctam and Three Crown Bulls  
0. In 1302 Pope Boniface issued his infamous Papal Bull Unam Sanctam––
the first Express Trust. The last line reads:  “Furthermore, we declare, we 
proclaim, we define that it is absolutely necessary for salvation that every 
human creature be subject to the Roman Pontiff.” It is not only the first trust 
deed in history but also the largest trust ever conceived, as it claims the whole 
planet and everything on it, conveyed in trust. 
1. first Testamentary Trust, through a deed and will creating a Deceased 
Estate, was created by Pope Nicholas V in 1455, through the Papal Bull 
Romanus Pontifex. This Bull had the effect of conveying the right of use of 
the land as Real Property, from the Express Trust Unam Sanctam, to the 
control of the Pontiff and his successors in perpetuity. Hence, all land is 
claimed as “crown land”.  This 1st Crown is represented by the 1st Cestui Que 
Vie Trust, created when a child is born. It deprives us of all beneficial 
entitlements and rights on the land. 
2. second Crown was created in 1481 with the papal bull Aeterni Regis, 
meaning “Eternal Crown”, by Sixtus IV. This 2nd Crown of Spain is 
represented by the 2nd cestui Que Vie Trust, created when a child is born and, 
by the sale of the birth certificate as a Bond to the private central bank of the 
nation, depriving us of ownership of our flesh and condemning us to perpetual 
servitude, as a Roman person, or slave. 
3. crown paper bull was created in 1537 by Paul III , Crown Bar, or simply 
the Crown, or the Bar Associations have since 1816 been responsible for 
administering the “reaping” of the souls of the lost and damned, including the 
registration and collection of Baptismal certificates representing the souls 
collected by the Vatican and stored in its vaults. This 3rd Crown is represented 
by the 3rd Cestui Que Vie Trust, created when a child is baptized. It is the 
parents’ grant of the Baptismal certificate––title to the soul––to the church or 
Registrar. Thus, without legal title over one’s own soul, we will be denied 
legal standing and will be treated as things––cargo without souls–upon 
which the BAR is now legally able to enforce Maritime law. 

Rase –a CoNcept used in the categorization of humans into groups, called races or 
racial groups, based on combinations of shared physical traits, ancestry, genetics, 
and social or cultural traits. 
Rasism - prejudice, discrimination, or antagonism directed against someone of a 

different race based on the belief that one's own race is superior. The belief that all 

members of each race possess characteristics, abilities, or qualities specific to that 
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race, especially so as to distinguish it as inferior or superior to another race or 

races. Mixing of the races to eliminate the different races turning them into 

confused slaves who don’t relate to their cultural heritage and don´t know their 

indigenous rights to the lands of their predecessors, and become ill, infertile and 

insecure because of the multifactorial polygenic diseases 

Siccode – find it on siccode.com - as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 

are four-digit numerical codes assigned by the U.S. government to business 

establishments to identify the primary business of the establishment. Each and 

every company will have a primary SIC code. This number indicates a company’s 

primary line of business. What determines a company’s primary SIC code is the 

code definition that generates the highest revenue for that company at a specific 

location in the past year 

State – is a cooperative society of all citizens of the country that has constitution 

and is ruled by alive verified and validated indigenous rulers proven to be loving, 

wise, experienced and loyal to the indigenous people of the country. 

Straw Man your strawman fiction was created at your birth registration and it has 

been used to make some very unscrupulous people rich. It happened because your 

parents were fooled into thinking that they needed to register your birth and get a 

birth certificate for you. Doing crimes to the strawman  is not "lawful" but after the 

birth has been registered, it is "legal" and there is a world of difference between 

those two terms, a difference which it is very important that you come to 

understand clearly  http://www.bsrrw.org/wp-

content/uploads/2015/05/Strawman.pdf  

 
Straw Man´s Cage - the cage of 3 Papal crowns. It is cirminalised and dismantled 
by Rules of Rulers of Godland – Konns of Diarchy. 
 
Wealthism – redistribution of worlds wealth to all Energisers 

WIR (World Indigenous Runes) indigenous oxa (money) that is co-created by 
oneself, accounted at indigenous society, and converted at local council in any 
place in the world  - isn´t debt . 
https://loveorder.files.wordpress.com/2017/08/oxa-money-2-sided-min.pdf  
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